U.S. Senator Robert F. Kennedy (1925-1968) spoke at Ball State University on 4 April 1968 during his presidential campaign tour of Indiana. Kennedy addressed a crowd of between 10,000-12,000 inside the University (Men's) Gymnasium. He and his wife, Ethel, were introduced by Muncie attorney Marshall Hanley, who had directed the local presidential campaign for Kennedy's brother, John, in 1960. Kennedy began his speech at 6:20 p.m. and concluded it at 6:54 p.m. At the time of his speech, Kennedy was unaware that the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. had been shot. He was told of the shooting as he was leaving the gym.

Source: Information in collection.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The collection consists of a cassette tape of Robert F. Kennedy's address to the Ball State University students on 4 April 1968. In his speech, Kennedy stressed the reasons why he was seeking the presidency including improvement of the standard of living for people in the United States and abroad. He stressed the need for those who have the resources to help those who were not as fortunate. Other points covered included the role of the youth in the development of the world and the creation of more jobs instead of relying on welfare. The tape also includes questions from the audience and concludes with a plea for campaign assistance from the audience. The cassette was made from the original recording which is located in the Archives and Special Collections Department of the Bracken Library at Ball State University.

The collection also contains a photo album/scrapbook documenting Kennedy's visit to Ball State including photographs with accompanying commentary and later newscuttings relating the visit. The photographs were taken by George T. Yeamans, who was a contemporary of Kennedy's at the University of Virginia and currently a resident of Muncie, Indiana.
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